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Abstract
Human activity monitoring in the video sequences is an intriguing computer vision domain which incorporates colossal
applications, e.g., surveillance systems, human-computer interaction, and traffic control systems. In this research, our
primary focus is in proposing a hybrid strategy for efficient classification of human activities from a given video
sequence. The proposed method integrates four major steps: (a) segment the moving objects by fusing novel
uniform segmentation and expectation maximization, (b) extract a new set of fused features using local binary
patterns with histogram oriented gradient and Harlick features, (c) feature selection by novel Euclidean distance
and joint entropy-PCA-based method, and (d) feature classification using multi-class support vector machine. The
three benchmark datasets (MIT, CAVIAR, and BMW-10) are used for training the classifier for human classification;
and for testing, we utilized multi-camera pedestrian videos along with MSR Action dataset, INRIA, and CASIA dataset.
Additionally, the results are also validated using dataset recorded by our research group. For action recognition, four
publicly available datasets are selected such as Weizmann, KTH, UIUC, and Muhavi to achieve recognition rates of 95.80,
99.30, 99, and 99.40%, respectively, which confirm the authenticity of our proposed work. Promising results are
achieved in terms of greater precision compared to existing techniques.
Keywords: Human detection, Preprocessing, Segmentation, Feature extraction, Fusion, Feature selection, Action
recognition

1 Introduction
A system which intelligently detects a human from an
image or a video is a challenging task of the modern era.
From the last decade, computer vision and pattern recognition community concentrated on the human detection largely due to the variety of industrial applications,
which include video surveillance [1], traffic surveillance
[2], human-computer interaction [3], automotive safety
[4], real-time tracking [5], human-robot interaction [6],
search and rescue missions [7], humans’ collective
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behavior analysis [8], anti-terrorist applications [9],
pedestrian detection [10], etc.
This research addresses human detection in the recorded
videos, which is a challenging task in terms of variations in
color, movement, appearance, etc. [11]. Furthermore, some
other complex problems are also considered such as light
variations, poor background, etc.
In literature, several techniques are implemented for human detection which includes segmentation techniques,
feature extraction techniques, classification-based detections, etc. Segmentation techniques for human detection
include template matching [12], foreground detection [2],
and background subtraction [13], but these methods failed
with multiple humans in a scene. Additionally, several
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feature extraction techniques are implemented for human
detection such as histogram of oriented gradient (HOG)
[14], HWF [15], Haar-like features [16], motion features
[17], edge features [18], ACF [19], ISM [20], etc. These
feature extraction techniques do not perform well when
humans are not clearly visible or having extreme variations in their poses. Also, we noticed that the selection of
relevant features significantly improves the classification
results of human activities.

2 Method/experimental
To resolve the above-mentioned problems, we proposed
a hybrid methodology which initially enhances the
frames to extract the moving objects and later classifies
the regions based on feature vector. The preprocessing
step is very important to resolve the problems related to
contrast and noise; therefore, we are giving a good
weight to this step. Overall, the proposed method is divided into four primary steps: (a) frame acquisition and
enhancement, (b) segmentation of moving region, (c)
feature extraction and fusion, and (d) feature selection
and action recognition. Also, in the proposed method,
the classification of human is done with other objects
such as vehicles. The sample proposed classification results are shown in Fig. 1. Our major contributions are
enumerated below:
a) Implementation of a contrast stretching
technique to make foreground object (human)
maximally differentiable compared to the
background.
b) Implementing velocity estimation to identify the
motion regions which are later segmented using
fusion of uniform distribution-based method and
expectation-maximization (EM) segmentation.
c) Utilizing serial-based fusion technique which
integrates HOG and texture features with LBP
features [21].
d) Implementation of a joint entropy-PCA-based
feature selection, based on maximal score. The
selected features are later classified using a multiclass SVM for action recognition.
e) A detailed comparison of proposed action
classification method with existing algorithms.
The selected datasets include MSR Action [22],
CASIA [23], INRIA [24], Weizmann [25], KTH [25],
UIUC [26], and Muhavi [27]. The proposed method is
verified with five classification method, while multi-class
SVM acts as a base classifier. The performance of our
proposed algorithm is based on multiple measures which
include recall rate, false positive rate, false negative rate,
accuracy, and precision.
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The schemes of this article are as follows: Method/experiments are presented in “Section 2.” Related work is
presented in “Section 3.” “Section 4” elucidates the proposed framework. Experimental results are provided and
discussed in “Section 5.” Finally, “Section 6” concludes
the article. The declaration is provided after “Section 6.”

3 Related work
Hou [28] introduced a fast human detection and classification method using HOG features and Support Vector
Machine (SVM) classifier. The proposed method comprised of three primary steps: (a) detection of moving regions from the video sequence, (b) extraction of HOG
features of moving regions, and (c) utilizing SVM to
classify the moving regions. Similarly, Qixiang [29] presented an Error-Correcting Output Code (ECOC) based
on manifold clustering strategy for human detection.
The proposed technique worked efficiently with multiview and multi-posture problems. Dewei [30] introduced
an online expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm in
order to estimate foreground and background. Later, the
human samples are cropped from the estimated foreground for HOG feature extraction. The SVM classification is employed. Javier et al. [31] introduced random
subspace (RSM) algorithm for partially occluded human
detection based on HOG and HOH-LBP feature. The
extracted features were later classified by SVM method.
Chung [32] proposed a hybrid technique to classify moving objects in the video sequences. Segmentation was performed using a histogram-based prominence approach; in

Fig. 1 Proposed human detection and classification results using
EPFL and MSRA Action dataset
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addition, shadow removal technique was also implemented to improve the performance of human classification. HOG and wavelets were fused with local shape
features to acquire the vector of principle values, and
finally, the classification was carried out with SVM
classifier. Tudor [33] introduced a human detection
approach using temporal difference-based procedure
and morphological operations such as closing and filling. Also, HOG-based matching features were introduced for detection. Van [34] introduced a variant
scale block-based HOG features for human detection.
The extracted features were constructed with multiple
blocks of a variable size which were easily distinguishing the positive and negative human samples. In
addition, they also merged SVM with boosted tree algorithm to construct a state-of-the-art classifier which
improved the efficiency of the classification problem.
Conde [35] presented a human detection method for
video surveillance that worked in an uncontrolled environment. The strategy was based on the integration
of HOG and Gabor features [36]. The performance
was compared with existing methods like HOG-based
human detection [14] and boosted tree classifier for
object detection [37]. This proposed method also
showed improved performance under complex situations
like blocking area, partly covered and with baggage. Kim.
D [38] introduced two novel feature descriptors: (a) binary
HOG and local gradient patterns and (2) fusion of local
transform features with a combination of several local features namely LBP, LGP, and HOG by Adaboost feature selection technique. The described feature selection method
greatly improved the performance of human detection
with the fact that the selection of extracted features plays
a vital role. Qiming [39] introduced a robust discriminantweighted sparse partial least squares feature selection algorithm for human detection. This method reduced the
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dimensions of extracted features like partial least square
to efficiently recognize positive and negative human samples based on the latent matrix. Finally, the selected features were classified with a boosted tree algorithm. Lee
[40] introduced a new technique to recognize human head
and shoulders by extracting their edge information and
geometric features.

4 Proposed work
In this research, a new algorithm is presented for human detection by employing multiple video frames.
The proposed algorithm performed better than several
conventional techniques in terms of processing overhead which is achieved by minimizing the number of
scanned regions. For this purpose, we implement sliding window concept by considering regions with variation in each successive frame while the static/
unnecessary regions, mostly background, are ignored.
The proposed work is mainly a conjunction of four
primary sub-blocks: first, acquisition and refinement
block; second, regions of interest detection block;
third feature extraction and fusion block; and fourth
feature selection and recognition block. The detailed
flow of proposed algorithm is shown in Fig. 2.

4.1 Preprocessing

Preprocessing is a common name of operations with
input video frame at the lowest level of observations.
The input frame is captured by the given video sequence, which is originally RGB format. The major
aim of preprocessing is an improvement of the frame
data that enhances some foreground features for further processing. The steps of preprocessing are described below.

Fig. 2 A framework of proposed human detection and action classification approach
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4.1.1 Frame enhancement

For the videos, the processing is done frame-by-frame because each processed frame provides us with different results having single or multiple moving objects. For this
specific case, each frame can have a different number of
moving objects. In the designed algorithm, firstly, image
frames are enhanced and then transformed into huesaturation-intensity (HSI) color space.
In the first step, contrast enhancement [41] is implemented for each RGB color channel, utilizing histogram
equalization detailed with the Algorithm 1.
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The revised RGB color space is now transformed to HSI
color space. To calculate saturation channel, given relations are:
3
ϕ S ¼ 1− P3

j¼1 ϕ

j

α

ð4Þ

where, i is the index for red, green, and blue channels, re
spectively, α = min(ς), where ς ¼ min ϕ R ; ; ϕ G ; ; ϕ B .
The intensity channel is calculated using relation: n(ς)
P3 i
ϕ
ϕ I ¼ i¼1
ð5Þ
3


 

0:5  ϕ R −ϕ G þ ϕ R −ϕ B
ϕ H ¼ cos−1 qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
 R G 2  R B  G B 
ϕ −ϕ
þ ϕ −ϕ
ϕ −ϕ

ð6Þ
H
where

 ϕ G is the hue channel with the conditions, if
ϕ B
> ϕϕ I then ϕ H ¼ 360−ϕ H and normalized to
ϕ I
the range of 0 → 1. Finally, Hue ϕ H is utilized for further
segmentation process. Figure 3 shows the enhanced sample L channel and histogram equalized color channel.

4.2 Frame segmentation

HSI transformation [42] is applied after contrast
stretching of each color channel in RGB color space.
The enhanced channels for red, blue, and green are calculated as:
ϕR
ϕ R ¼ P3

j

ϕG
ϕ G ¼ P3

j

j¼1 ϕ

j¼1 ϕ

ϕ B

ϕB
¼ P3

j¼1 ϕ

j

ð1Þ

ð2Þ

In this article, optical flow is used to identify motion of
pixels in each frame sequence. After velocity estimation,
a segmentation technique is implemented, named as
uniform segmentation, which is improved with EM segmentation. The purpose of segmentation is to collect
common features of an image such as color and texture.
The fundamental problem faced was “how to exact foreground information with prominent variations in the
contrast?” To deal with this problem, the proposed segmentation method worked significantly well. The detailed description of each section presented below.
4.2.1 Velocity estimation

ð3Þ

Where j = {1, 2, 3} for ϕR, ϕG, and ϕB which are original red, green, and blue channels, and ϕ R , ϕ G , ϕ B
are modified red, green, and blue channels, respectively.

To calculate the velocity estimation of motion regions in
the video sequences is still an existing research topic in
the area of pattern recognition. To estimate the flow of
moving objects in the video sequences, we implemented
an optical flow algorithm [43, 44]. The optical flow algorithm identifies the active pixels in the video sequences

Fig. 3 Preprocessing results. a Original frame. b Contrast stretching. c Hue channel. d Mesh plot
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from time t to time t + 1. It provides active pixel information in all three directions as horizontal, vertical, and
time. The detailed description of optical flow algorithm
is presented in the Algorithm 3, where h and v are motion vectors, hav and vav are the average of four neighbors, ζx, ζy are the displacement functions in x and y
direction, ζt is the function of time, γ is the smoothing
parameter, P is parallel flow, and D is normal flow. The
motion information is segmented by uniform segmentation and EM segmentation [45] and then fuse both segmented frames by implementing multiplication law of
probability.
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distribution and EM segmentation. The implementation
of EM segmentation is given as follows:
The EM segmentation [46] is an unsupervised clustering method and utilized for density estimation of the
data points. The EM consists of two steps: (1) expectation and (2) maximization.
Supposedly, we have a set of observations; in our research, ϕ H  frame is utilized as a input with ξ i ¼ ςH
i ;
for i = 1 with the ith pixel’s value in ϕ H  channel. The
data are represented as (1 × D) matrix where dimension
D represent hue pixels in the frame. To calculate the Knumber of mixture densities, the following equation is
used:
k

 X


p ςi ; jϕ j ¼
α j p j ςi ; ; m j ; ; σ j

ð7Þ

j¼1

Pk
where αj is a mixing parameter
j¼1 αj ¼ 1 for each
Gaussian mixture model ϕj = (∂j, mj), where ∂j, mj are the
mean and standard deviations of mixtures. The variance
is fixed to 1. A K-dimensional binary random variable z
is introduced with all zero entries except the Kth entry zj
= zj1, zj2, …, zjk. The value of zj satisfies the condition zj ∈
[0, 1]. The joint distribution p(ξ, z) is defined in terms of
marginal distribution p(z) and conditional distribution
p(ξ| z) given byp(z)p(ξ| z).
X

pðzÞpðξjzÞ ¼

z

k
X



αj N ξjmj ; ; ∂j

ð8Þ

j¼1

Let g(α1, α2, …, α(k − 1); m1, m2, …, mk; σ1, σ2, …, σk) be a
vector of estimated parameters.
E-Step: Calculate the post probability with heuristic
initialized means, fixed variances, and randomly selected
alpha. Evaluating the responsibilities:
ðuÞ
βij

4.2.2 EM segmentation

Human detection under different conditions of visual
surveillance is a key problem which requires prudent decisions. The proposed technique deals with moving object detection and classification by utilizing consecutive
frame subtraction. In the real-time, video frames may
contain multiple moving objects, e.g., humans and vehicles, and the proposed hybrid strategy classifies the moving regions with maximum accuracy. The central
concept revolves around the detection of the motion
vector from the optical flow which is embedded into the
video sequence using segmentation of moving regions.
For the detection of motion regions, we implement a hybrid technique, which is a combination of uniform

ð uÞ

ðuÞ

αi pðξ; mj ; ∂j


¼P
ð uÞ ð uÞ
k
j¼1 αj p ςi ; mj ; σ j

M-Step: Re-estimating the parameters.
ðuþ1Þ
mj

ðuþ1Þ

∂j

PN
¼

ðuÞ
i¼1 βij ξ i
PN ðuÞ
i¼1 βij

PN
¼

i¼1

ð uÞ

βij



ð9Þ
ð uÞ

ξ i −mj
PN

i¼1

ðuþ1Þ

αj

¼

N
1X
ð uÞ
β
N i¼1 ij

for convergence:

 

ð uÞ
T ξ i −mj
ðuÞ

βij

ð10Þ

ð11Þ
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e
g
Φ
EM ¼ maxj

EM
EM
ð−1=2Þðξ i −mEM
j Þð∂j Þ−1ðξ i −mj ÞT

∂EM
j

−1=2

ð12Þ

4.2.3 Uniform segmentation

The uniform distribution based segmentation technique
utilized for accurate detection of multiple humans in a
given scenario. This technique is also well performed in
low-resolution sequences and high variation. The uniform segmentation work based on mean and variances
of motion regions. The idea behind uniform segmentation is that equally utilized each motion pixel and create
a border based on their mean and change in variances.
The mean and variances of uniform distribution are calculated as follows:
Z r
Z r
1
μ¼
ϕf ðϕ Þdϕ;
ϕdϕ
ð13Þ
ðr−qÞ q
q
r

ð14Þ
q

rþq
ð15Þ
μ¼
2
where r and q denote the maximum and minimum motion pixels of the processed frame. Then calculate the
variances of motion pixels as follows:
Z r
 2
E ϕ ¼
ϕ 2 f ðϕ Þdϕ
ð16Þ
q

¼

1
ϕ3
ðr−qÞ 3

r

ð17Þ
q

  ½r 2 þ q2 −rq
E ϕ2 ¼
3

ð18Þ

Hence, the variance is defined as:

g
where ξi represents data, Φ
EM is final EM frame, and
EM
,
∂
are
the
means
and
the standard deviation
mEM
j
j
respectively.

1 ϕ2
¼
r−q 2
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σ 2 ¼ E ϕ 2 −½ E ð ϕ Þ  2

ð19Þ

½r 2 þ q2 −rq ðr þ qÞ2
−
3
4

ð20Þ

σ2 ¼

r 2 þ q2 −2rq
12

ð21Þ

Now inserting μ and σ2 in below equation and extract
the human from video sequence.

3
ξ ðϕ Þ ¼ ϕ n 2μ−σ 2 2

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ξ ðϕ Þ ¼ ϕ n 2μ−σ 2
ð2μ−σ 2 Þ

ð22Þ
ð23Þ

The graphical representation of EM and uniform segmentation is shown in Fig. 4. After this, both segmented
frames are fused by implementing of multiplication law
of probability. The fused frame has more information as
compared to the individual frame. The basic goal of
frame fusion is to improve the detection results in terms
of graphical and tabular.
4.2.4 Frames fusion

After foreground segmentation, both segmented
frames are fused to get a new foreground which embeds more information compared to a single segmented frame. The main goal of image fusion is to
integrate the common information of two images into
one image, which contains more information and is
easier for human and machine perception compared
to individual image [47]. In this article, the fusion of
the two segmented frames is done based on the
multiplicative law of probability. The fusion using
multiplication law is described in the following.

Fig. 4 Segmentation results. a Original frame. b EM segmentation. c Uniform segmentation
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Let m1 denotes the number of ξ(ϕ) pixels, and m2 denotes the number of ϕ EM  pixels, where ξ(ϕ) is the uniform segmentation frame and ϕ EM  is the EM
segmented frame. Let m3 denotes the matching pixels
between ξ(ϕ) and ϕ EM  . Then the fusion of both segmented frames is defined as:


g
m3 m3 m1
ϕg
fusion ¼ P ξ ðϕ Þ; ϕ EM ¼
;

;
n n
m1
m1 m3
;
ð24Þ
¼

n
m1
ϕ fusion  ¼ ξ ðϕ Þ  Pðξ ðϕ Þϕ EM Þ

ð25Þ

The fusion results are shown in Figs. 5, 6, and 7.
Also, the multiple human detection results are shown
in Figs. 8 and 9.
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and orientation, (2) cell and blocks creation, (3) votes,
and (4) normalize the block size. The block size is
16 × 16, and the size of the input query is fixed at
128 × 64. Hence, the size of HOG feature vector is
1 × 3780.
Secondly, extracted eight GLCM features which include contrast, cluster shade, homogeneity, the sum of
variances, autocorrelation, energy, inverse difference moment normalized, and difference entropy. Then, calculate the mean, standard deviation, and skewness against
each feature and obtain a new feature vector of size 1 ×
24. Thirdly, extract local binary patterns (LBP) of detected regions having feature vector size (1 × 59).
Whereas, LBP features which are originally introduced
in [21] represent human silhouette more evident and
also resolve the problem of contrast of bright object
against a dark background.
The LBP features are calculated as follows:

4.3 Frames representation

In computer vision, feature extraction is a major step
for a description of the input query. For this purpose,
many feature extraction techniques are implemented
as discussed in literature review. In this article, we
extract three types of features as HOG and texture
features with LBP features. The texture features are
also represented as GLCM (gray-level covariance
matrix) features. The HOG features are originally introduced by Dalal et al. [14] which produce shapebased features. The HOG features are implemented in
four steps: (1) gradient computation using magnitude

Fig. 5 Frames fusion results. a Original. b Fused frame. c ROI detection

φu;v ¼
¼

Xϱ−1
Ω¼1

1
0

sðΦΓ Φλ Þ; where sðΓ Þ
Γ ≥0
Γ <0

ð26Þ

ϱ = 8, which are the total number of neighboring
pixels, Φλ is the value of the pixels at (u, v), and ΦΩ
is the value of pixels in the Ωth location on the circle
of the radius R around Φλ. The size of LBP feature
vector is 1 × 59 that are further fused with HOG and
GLCM features based on their vector size.
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Fig. 6 Segmentation results of own recorded videos

Fig. 7 Segmentation results using CASIA dataset
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Fig. 8 Detection and classification results of proposed algorithm using different video sequences

The main reason of fusing these three types of feature
sets is to increase the performance of human action recognition and also improve the classification rate of human and other objects (i.e., vehicles) in the complex
scenarios as high brightness environment and in the
dark background. The proposed feature fusion method
not just works better in the area of high brightness and
dark background, but also produces a significant improvement of detection performance with respect to the
original HOG and LBP features.
For feature fusion, a new technique is implemented
which concentrate on the size of vector dimension. As
explained above, the size of the extracted feature vector
is 1 × 3780, 1 × 24, and 1 × 59 for HOG, texture, and
LBP, respectively. Then the fusion is defined as follows:
Suppose C1, C2, … Cn are known human action
classes, which have to be classified. Let Δ = {ϕ ∨ ϕ ∈ RN} denotes the number of training samples. The three extracted
feature vectors are fΥ HOG ; ; Υ txt ; ; Υ LBP g∈RN HOGþtxtþLBP . The
size of each extracted feature vector is defined as:
W 1 ¼ fh1 ; …hk g
W 2 ¼ ft 1 ; …t k g
W 3 ¼ fl1 ; …lk g

where W1, W2, W3 denote the size of HOG, texture, and
LBP features. The number of features is represented by
k ∈ {3780,24,59}, respectively. As we know the size of the
extracted set of feature vector (i.e., ΥHOG → 1 × 3780,
Υtxt → (1 × 24), ΥLBP → (1 × 59), the extracted vector is
integrated as:
XW 1 XW 2 XW 3

fΥ W 1 þW 2 þW 3 g
l
PW 2
P 3
F ðϕ Þ ¼ h ϒS1 þ t ϒS2 þ W
t ϒS 3
F ðϕ Þ ¼ fð1  3780Þ þ ð1  24Þ þ ð1  59Þg
Finalðϕ Þ ¼ f1  3863g

F ðϕ Þ ¼

h

PW 1

t

ð27Þ
ð28Þ

4.4 Feature selection

In literature, several feature reduction techniques are
implemented for human detection and action recognition; but up to our limited knowledge, no one has implemented a feature selection technique. The purpose of
feature selection technique is to select a subgroup of features from the high dimensional feature set for a compact and accurate data classification. The main reason is
to select the most prominent feature to build simpler
and faster model. Another reason of feature selection is
to find the smallest group of features that maximally increase the performance of proposed method.
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where f1, f2 are the current and previous minimum distance based on the selected features. Hence, the final
feature vector has a dimension of 1 × 356, which is later
fed to multi-class SVM [48] for classification of human
and recognition of their actions. The human classification results are shown in Figs. 10 and 8.

5 Results and discussion
5.1 Evaluation protocol

Fig. 9 Sample results of multiples human detection from EPFL and
own recorded videos

In this article, we implement a new feature selection
technique based on Euclidean distance and joint entropy
with PCA. The proposed selection method consists of
two major steps. First, calculate the Euclidean distance
between fused features and select the best 500 features
based on minimum distance.
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Xd 
2
!
D ¼
F ðϕ Þiþ1 −F ðϕ Þ
ð29Þ
f ¼1
where F(ϕ)i + 1 denotes the i + 1 frame, and F(ϕ) is the
current frame. This process continues up to d features,
where d denotes the dimension of fused feature vector,
which is 1 × 3863.
!
! 
M D ¼ Minmum D ; δ

ð30Þ

where the selected parameter
!δ = 500. Then, perform
PCA on selected vector M D and find out the score
of each feature. The joint entropy is performed on score
features, and the best 356 score features are selected for
classification and recognition.
d X
d
X
Entropy ¼
P ðf 1 ; ; f 2 Þ log Pðf 1 ; ; f 2 Þ
ð31Þ
f1

f2

The proposed algorithm is validated in two major steps:
(a) human classification and (b) action recognition. In
the first step, human classification is done as shown in
Figs. 2 and 11. For human classification, multiple
humans and background moving objects are detected
and classified using the extracted features. Three publicly
available datasets (i.e., MIT pedestrian [49], CAVIAR [47],
and BMW [21]) are utilized for training the classifier for
human classification. For testing our proposed algorithm
with other human detection, approaches are tested on
three publicly available datasets, multicamera pedestrian
video (EPFL) [50], CASIA [23], and MSR Action [22]
dataset, and also tested on our own collected videos. Each
dataset with their classification results on three classifiers,
M-class SVM, EBT, KNN, and linear discriminant analysis
(LDA), are described in detail. Three performance measures, area under the curve (AUC), false negative rate
(FNR), and accuracy, are considered.
In the second phase, four publicly available datasets
are utilized for human action recognition. The selected
datasets are Weizmann [25], KTH [25], UIUC [26],
and Muhavi [27], which are utilized for both training
and testing of ration 50:50. Four classification
methods (i.e., weighted KNN (W-KNN), subspace discriminant analysis (SDA), logistic regression (LR), and
multi-class SVM) are used for validation. The simulations are done in Matlab R2016a utilizing a personal
computer, Intel Core I7, a 3.40 GHz processor with
8GB of RAM. The description of training dataset is
listed below.
5.2 Results

The results section consists of two subsections: (a) human classification results and (b) action recognition results. The detail of each section is described below.
5.2.1 Human classification results

In this subsection, the algorithm’s performance is analyzed
and validated through experiments. The testing datasets
are multicamera pedestrian video (EPFL), CASIA, and
MSR Action. Also, to validate the performance of the proposed algorithm, we recorded our own videos.
A. EPFL video sequences
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Fig. 10 Classification results for CASIA dataset

In EPFL [50] video dataset, we selected ten videos of
two different views namely campus and passageway. This
dataset consists of several types of video sequences and
we selec the campus and passageway sequences for experiments. Table 1 detailed the performance of the proposed algorithm on EPFL video sequences compared with two
different classifiers. Also, the average results of this dataset

are described in Table 2. The multi-class SVM performs
significantly well and obtains maximum classification accuracy of 99.56% on Computer Vision Laboratory
(CVLAB) campus video sequences and CVLAB passageway
video sequences. The processing time of the proposed algorithm using this dataset is one frame per second (FP/S),
and we also improved this execution time by using GPU.

Fig. 11 Training and testing procedure using a fusion of three types of features
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Table 1 Proposed algorithm results using EPFL dataset
Dataset

Classifier

Sequence

ACC (%)

TPR

FPR

Recall (%)

FDR (%)

FNR (%)

CVLAB campus sequences

M-class SVM

S1:Cv0

100

1.00

0.00

100

0.00

0.00

1.00

S1:Cv1

100

1.00

0.00

100

0.00

0.00

1.00

S2:Cv2

98.70

0.98

0.01

98.00

2.00

1.30

0.99

S1:Cv0

98.20

0.98

0.01

98.25

1.75

1.80

0.98

S2:Cv1

99.00

0.99

0.01

99.15

0.85

1.00

0.98

S2:Cv2

96.90

0.96

0.03

97.00

3.00

3.10

0.96

S1:Cv0

99.90

0.99

0.00

100

0.00

0.10

1.00

S2:Cv1

99.70

0.99

0.00

100

0.00

0.30

0.99

S2:Cv2

98.10

0.98

0.01

98.20

1.80

1.90

0.99

S1:Cv0

100

1.00

0.00

100

0.00

0.00

1.00

S2:Cv1

100

1.00

0.00

100

0.00

0.00

1.00

S2:Cv2

98.70

0.98

0.01

98.00

2.00

1.90

0.99

S1:Cv0

98.20

0.98

0.01

98.25

1.70

1.80

0.98

S2:Cv1

99.00

0.98

0.01

99.15

0.85

1.00

0.99

S2:Cv2

96.90

0.96

0.03

97.00

3.00

3.10

0.96

S1:Cv0

100

1.00

0.00

100

0.00

0.00

1.00

S2:Cv1

99.80

0.99

0.00

100

0.00

0.20

0.99

S2:Cv2

98.10

0.98

0.01

98.00

2.00

1.90

0.99

KNN

EBT

CVLAB passageway sequences

M-class SVM

KNN

EBT

B. MSRA Action dataset

AUC

of various video sequences of distinct angle and views.
There are 1446 video sequences containing eight actions
of a single person. Each action is performed by 24 subjects. To check the performance of the proposed algorithm on this dataset, tenfold cross-validation is
performed. Table 5 described the results of the proposed
algorithm using CASIA dataset having a maximum accuracy of 98.70%, and fast positive-region reduction
(FPR) is 0.01. The frame execution time using CASIA
dataset is four frames per second. The algorithm performs better on this dataset as compared to EPFL and
MSR Action dataset.

MSR Action dataset [22] is originally designed for detection and classification of moving object in the background. This dataset contains 16 video sequences having
three action classes. The resolution of each video sequence is 320 × 240 in static camera environment. To
validate the performance of the proposed algorithm, tenfold cross-validation is held, and their result is described
in Table 3. Also, the average results of tested video sequences are depicted in Table 4. The proposed algorithm
has a maximum classification rate of 100% on tested videos. Each video sequence is processed in the frames, and
the execution time of one frame is 0.50 FP/S.

D. Own recorded videos

C. CASIA dataset

To test the performance of the proposed algorithm,
we recorded our own video sequences in a complex
background. The videos are recorded in front of a university cafeteria and in a terrace. The total video

The CASIA action dataset [23] is originally designed
for human gait recognition. This dataset is a collection
Table 2 Average results of proposed algorithm using EPFL dataset
Dataset

Classifier

ACC (%)

TPR

FPR

Recall (%)

FDR (%)

FNR (%)

AUC

CVLAB campus sequences

M-class SVM

99.56

0.99

0.01

99.33

0.66

0.43

0.99

KNN

98.03

0.98

0.02

98.13

1.86

1.96

0.97

EBT

99.23

0.99

0.01

99.40

0.60

0.76

0.99

M-class SVM

99.56

0.99

0.01

99.33

0.66

0.63

0.99

KNN

98.03

0.97

0.03

98.13

1.85

1.96

0.97

EBT

99.30

0.99

0.01

99.33

0.66

0.70

0.99

CVLAB passageway sequences
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Table 3 Proposed algorithm results using MSR Action dataset
Dataset

Classifier

Sequence

ACC (%)

TPR

FPR

PPV (%)

FDR (%)

FNR (%)

AUC

ssMSR Action dataset

M-class SVM

S1:Cv1

100

1.00

0.00

100

0.00

0.00

1.00

S1:Cv14

100

1.00

0.00

100

0.00

0.00

1.00

S1:Cv16

100

0.99

0.00

100

0.00

0.00

0.99

S1:Cv1

97.30

0.97

0.03

97.30

2.70

2.70

0.97

S1:Cv14

92.50

0.94

0.05

91.15

8.85

2.70

0.94

S1:Cv16

97.30

0.97

0.02

97.00

3.05

2.70

0.97

S1:Cv1

100

0.99

0.00

100

0.00

0.10

0.99

S1:Cv14

100

1.00

0.00

100

0.00

0.00

1.00

S1:Cv16

99.80

0.99

0.00

100

0.00

0.20

0.99

K-Nearest neighbor

Ensemble boosted tree

sequences are 120 containing two persons, and each person recorded 60 videos. The videos are recorded by
10 MP cameras. Five measures are implemented to
check the algorithm performance including accuracy,
FNR, recall, FPR, and AUC. The testing results of the
proposed algorithm on our own videos are described in
Table 6, and the maximum accuracy rate is 99.60% and
FPR is 0.01. Due to high-resolution videos, the proposed
algorithm performs a little bit slower as compared to
standard datasets. The execution time of one frame is
approximately 1.5 s.
E. INRIA person dataset
INRIA person dataset [24] is considered to be one
of the most comprehensive and flexible datasets containing 4754 images divided into testing and training
samples under multiple scenarios of positive and
negative samples. The number of positive and negative training samples are 2416 and 912, respectively.
For test image samples, it includes 1126 positive and
300 negative samples. The classification results of this
dataset are described in Table 7 having a maximum
accuracy of 98.80%.

recall rate. The execution time on these datasets is
similar, and in 1 second, ten frames are performed.
The detailed description of each dataset is described
below.
A. Weizmann dataset
The Weizmann dataset [23] consists of 90 human action videos. It contains ten human action classes performed by nine actors. For validation of proposed
algorithm, 50:50 strategies are performed. It means, 50%
of the videos are utilized for training the classifier and
50% are utilized for testing the proposed algorithm. The
results are tested in two scenarios: (a) without feature
selection algorithm and (b) utilizing feature selection algorithm. The results are depicted in Table 9 having a
maximum recognition rate of 95.80% and FNR 4.20%.
The goal of both scenarios is to show how feature selection algorithm effect on the recognition. The proposed
algorithm is also compared with an existing action recognition method in Table 14, which shows that the proposed method performs significantly better compared to
other methods.
B. KTH dataset

5.2.2 Action recognition results

The action recognition results are validated on four
publicly available datasets including Weizmann, KTH,
UIUC, and Muhavi. Five performance measures are
calculated for analyzing the performance of proposed
algorithm including accuracy, FPR, FNR, AUC, and

The KTH dataset [23] consists of 599 video sequences of six human action classes, where each action is performed by 25 persons. The videos are
captured by outdoor, indoor, different variations, and
Table 5 Results of proposed algorithm compared using four
classifiers on CASIA dataset

Table 4 Average results of proposed algorithm using MSR
Action dataset

Method

AUC

FPR

FNR (%)

Recall (%)

Accuracy (%)

M-class SVM

0.99

0.01

1.3

98.65

98.70

DT

0.98

0.02

2.1

97.90

97.90

LDA

0.99

0.01

1.8

98.15

98.20

0.96

KNN

0.98

0.02

1.9

98.05

98.10

0.99

EBT

0.97

0.07

7.3

93.55

92.70

Dataset

Classifier ACC
(%)

TPR FPR PPV
(%)

FDR
(%)

FNR
(%)

AUC

MSR Action
dataset

M-class
SVM

100

0.99 0.00 99.99 0.00

0.01

0.99

K-NN

95.70

0.96 0.03 95.15 4.86

4.30

EBT

99.93

0.99 0.01 99.80 0.02

0.06
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Table 6 Results of the proposed algorithm compared using
four classifiers on our recorded videos

Table 8 Comparison of the proposed human classification
algorithm with existing methods

Method

Accuracy (%)

Method

Accuracy (%)

AUC

FPR

FNR (%)

Recall (%)

M-class SVM

0.99

0.01

0.4

100

99.60

Beipping et al. [28]

90.23

DT

0.96

0.06

3.3

96.40

96.70

Xia et al. [51]

98.40

LDA

0.99

0.01

0.6

99.65

99.40

Ye. Q et al. [11]

99.01

KNN

0.99

0.01

0.6

99.70

99.40

Conde et al. [35]

99.13

EBT

0.99

0.02

1.1

99.00

98.90

Ped et al. [49]

98.94

Seeraj et al. [52]

87.46

Liang et al. [32]

97.60

Proposed

99.48

distinct clothes with lighting variations. For the validation of proposed algorithm, 50:50 strategies are done
for training and testing the proposed algorithm. From
Table 10, the results of the proposed algorithm with
and without utilizing feature selection algorithm are
presented. The results are significantly better when
feature selection algorithm is utilized and obtain maximum recognition rate of 99.30%. Also, the proposed
algorithm is compared with existing methods in
Table 14, which shows the authenticity of the proposed method.
C. UIUC dataset
The UIUC dataset [22] consists of 532 high-resolution
video sequences of 14 human action classes, and every
action is performed by eight persons. All the video sequences are recorded indoor scenes. For the validation,
we make a strategy of 50:50 for training and testing of
the proposed algorithm. The proposed method is validating in two scenarios as without feature selection
algorithm and feature selection algorithm. The results
are depicted in Table 11 having a maximum recognition rate (RR) of 99% on feature selection algorithm
and also reduces the FNR up to 1%. Also, a comparison of the proposed algorithm with existing methods
is shown in Table 14, which shows that proposed
method performs significantly well as compared to
existing methods.
Table 7 Results on INRIA person dataset using eight
classification methods (decision tree (DT), linear discriminant
analysis (LDA), cubic-SVM (C-SVM), logistic regression (LR))
Method

AUC

FPR

FNR (%)

Recall (%)

Accuracy (%)

DT

0.930

0.064

5.6

93.6

94.4

LDA

0.976

0.073

6.8

92.6

93.2

C-SVM

0.991

0.019

1.4

98.4

98.6

LR

0.913

0.084

5.9

91.5

94.1

W-KNN

0.973

0.105

7.1

89.6

92.6

C-KNN

0.972

0.117

7.9

88.4

92.1

EBT

0.993

0.143

3.1

96.85

96.9

M-class SVM

0.990

0.015

1.2

98.7

98.8

D. Muhavi dataset
Muhavi action dataset [25] consists of 1904 videos
of 17 human action classes. Each action is performed
by 17 actors on eight different cameras. Each actor
performs one action three times in each video sequence. For the validation of the proposed algorithm,
50:50 strategies are done for training and testing.
Seven action classes are selected for testing including
ClimbLadder, CrownOnKnees, JumpOverGap, Kick,
Punch, RunStop, and walking. The proposed method
is tested in two scenarios (i.e., utilizing feature selection algorithm; without utilizing feature selection algorithm). The results are depicted in Table 12 having
a maximum accuracy of 99.40% and FNR 0.60, which
is confirmed by their confusion matrix given in
Table 13. Also, a comparison of the proposed method
with existing methods is done in Table 14, which
shows the authenticity of the proposed method.
5.3 Discussion

Our proposed methodology, in general, is the conjunction of two primary phases: (a) human detection and
classification and (b) human action recognition. Each
phase is the amalgamation of the series of steps as
shown in Figs. 2 and 11. In the first phase, human is
Table 9 Recognition results on Weizmann dataset
Method
W-KNN

Algorithm

Measures

FS

PPV (%)

AUC

FNR (%)

RR (%)

91.96

0.993

7.20

92.80

86.10

0.980

11.1

88.90

82.70

0.984

15.80

84.20

60.10

0.920

38.80

61.20

71.70

0.933

26.10

73.90

61.70

0.931

37.1

62.90

95.30

0.973

4.20

95.80

91.20

0.983

7.9

92.10

WFS

✓
✓

SDA

✓
✓

LR

✓
✓

M-class SVM

✓
✓
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Table 10 Recognition results on KTH dataset
Method
W-KNN

Measures

FS

PPV (%)

AUC

FNR (%)

RR (%)

96.30

0.998

2.70

97.30

82.70

0.961

15.80

84.20

82.90

0.951

15.70

84.30

✓
✓

SDA

✓
✓

LR

✓
✓

M-class SVM

Table 12 Recognition results on Muhavi dataset

Algorithm
WFS

✓
✓

Method

70.78

0.947

23.50

76.50

77.30

0.945

21.0

79.0

68.81

0.928

25.20

74.80

98.93

0.993

0.7

99.30

92.1

0.978

6.70

93.30

segmented from the given video sequences using a
combination of EM and uniform segmentation techniques prior to feature extraction of ROI. The primary
reason for segmentation here is to ideally extract the
object/s (human in our case) by ignoring the background. Therefore, we use multiple segmentation
methods. The crux is, EM technique is considering
foreground and background pixels based on random
distribution of pixels’ intensity level for making clusters. This is the core reason, EM binary images have a
lot of noise factor (Fig. 4). On the other hand, uniform
distribution is considering only those values with an approximately the same range of mean and variance. This
is the reason the output is maximumly differentiable
(foreground and background) in a binary image. The
other advantage of uniform segmentation is the avoidance of clusters’ overlapping. Additionally, EM works
well with multiple clusters, but uniform works well for
less number of clusters. Therefore, in proposed, both
techniques are embedded so that approach works better
for different kinds of images (with less and with more
number of clusters). Technically, EM and uniform segmentations are fused, based on multiplication law of
probability. In the next step, features are selected with
the proposed method and fed into multi-class SVM for
classification. The EPFL, MSRA Action, CASIA, INRIA,
Table 11 Recognition results on UIUC dataset
Method
W-KNN

PPV
(%)

AUC

FNR
(%)

RR
(%)

98.42

0.990

1.60

98.40

93.92

0.950

5.0

95.00

98.74

0.990

1.30

98.70

88.85

0.865

10.90

89.10

88.80

0.970

12.0

88.0

82.98

0.940

17.0

83.0

99.80

0.999

0.60

99.40

96.40

0.990

3.1

96.90

W-KNN

✓

SDA

✓

LR

✓

M-class SVM

✓

WFS

✓
✓
✓
✓

and own recorded videos are used for human detection
and classification. In EPFL dataset, two types of video
sequences are collected as mentioned in section A, and
we obtained average correct classification results of
99.56% as presented in Tables 1 and 2. Secondly, the
MSRA Action dataset is used for classification which is
more complex compared to EPFL, where we obtained
100% accuracy with M-SVM as presented in Tables 3
and 4. Thirdly, the CASIA, INRIA person, and own recorded videos are utilized for testing, and the classification results are 98.70, 98.80, and 99.60%, respectively,
presented in Tables 5, 6, and 7. Finally, the proposed
classification results are compared with the recent algorithms, as described in Table 8, having improved
performance. The graphical human segmentation, detection, and classification results are shown in Figs. 4,
5, 6, 7, 8 and 10.
In the second phase, the action recognition results are
obtained using proposed feature selection algorithm, and
we also compared it with WFS (without feature selection) algorithm. The primary reasons to opt feature selection strategy are (1) it reduces the overfitting
problems due to a decrease in redundancy, as noise
values are ignored in this complete process; (2) it improves the accuracy, as redundant data has already been
skipped, so only relevant information is considered for a

FS

PPV (%)

AUC

FNR (%)

RR (%)

Table 13 Confusion matrix of Muhavi dataset (L (ClimbLadder),
N (CrownOnKnees), J (JumpOverGap), K (Kick), P (Punch), R
(RunStop) and W (walking))

98.18

0.999

2.10

97.90

Class

L

83.62

0.980

14.6

85.40

L (%)

99.8

93.20

0.980

5.3

94.70

N (%)

85.25

0.965

14.9

85.10

J (%)

95.43

0.990

2.3

97.70

K (%)

83.98

0.981

16.0

84.0

P (%)

98.6

0.994

1.0

99.0

R (%)

0.1

96.1

0.990

2.1

97.90

W

0.1

WFS

✓
✓
✓
✓

M-class SVM

Measures

FS

Measures

✓
LR

Algorithm

Algorithm

✓
SDA
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✓
✓

N

J

K

P

R

W

0.2
100

0.1
100
100
100
0.1

0.1

0.9

98.2

0.1

0.2

0.7
100
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Fig. 12 Comparison of proposed feature selection method with WFS

decision; and (3) it decreases the computational time, as
irrelevant and redundant information has already been
removed, so only valuable and salient information is going to be used for training and finally testing. To validate
the results, a tenfold cross-validation is being performed
for the proposed algorithm where 50:50 strategy is
adopted for training and testing. Four publicly available
datasets (i.e., Weizmann, KTH, UIUC, and Muhavi) are
utilized for the validation of the proposed method. The
recognition results are presented in Tables 9, 10, 11, 12
for Weizmann, KTH, UIUC, and Muhavi dataset, which
show the results from FS and WFS. The maximum WFS
recognition results are 92.10, 93.30, 97.90, and 96.90%,
whereas, the proposed feature selection results are 99.30,
99.0, 99.0, and 99.40%, respectively, for Weizmann,
KTH, UIUC, and Muhavi dataset. The recognition results on Muhavi dataset are confirmed by their confusion matrix given in Table 13, which shows the
authenticity of the proposed method. Also, the WFS results are compared with proposed feature selection in
Fig. 12, which shows that the proposed feature selection
method is better compared to WFS on M-SVM. The
proposed recognition results are compared with existing
methods as presented in Table 14, which explains the
recognition rates (RR) of the proposed method to be
95.80, 99.30, 99, and 99.40% on Weizmann, KTH, UIUC,
and Muhavi dataset, respectively. It clearly shows that
the proposed method performs significantly better compared to other methods as depicted in Table 14.

6 Conclusion
We have presented a novel approach by improving the human detection and action recognition. The proposed
method is based on two major steps. In the first step, multiple humans are detected in the given video sequences by
fusion novel uniform and EM segmentation. Then, we extracted the texture and shape features from given sequences and fused them based on vector dimensions. A

novel Euclidian distance and joint entropy-PCA method
are also implemented for best feature selection from the
fused vector. The selected features are given to the classifiers for human classification and action recognition. The
proposed method is tested on several datasets such as
EPFL, MSRA Action, CASIA, INRIA person, own recorded
videos, Weizmann, KTH, UIUC, and Muhavi datasets, and
Table 14 Comparison of recognition results
Weizmann dataset
Method

Year

Recognition (%)

[53]

2013

95.45

[54]

2014

95.56

[55]

2015

95.10

[56]

2016

88.10

Proposed

2017

95.80

[57]

2014

95.0

[52]

2014

95.21

[58]

2015

96.50

[59]

2016

97.10

[60]

2017

94.92

Proposed

2017

99.30

[61]

2012

98.84

[62]

2013

98.10

[63]

2014

98.30

[64]

2015

98.87

Proposed

2017

99.0

[65]

2015

99.26

[66]

2016

96.36

KTH Dataset

UIUC Dataset

Muhavi

[67]

2017

93.75

Proposed

2017

99.40
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we obtained the accuracy of 99.56, 100, 98.70, 98.80, 99.60,
99.30, 99.0, 99.0, and 99.40%, respectively (Fig. 9).
The proposed algorithm has proven to be accurate
both visually and empirically. There were a few major
challenges which we have handled in this research including accurate identification of moving regions while
ignoring all those regions which show minor changes
due to light and intensity variations and the areas of
high and low brightness.
In this research, occlusions are not handled, so as a future work, this problem needs to be tackled. Additionally,
another possible direction would be to introduce saliency
to improve the segmentation accuracy. Training and testing is the main part of improving performance, so we will
increase the datasets for both training and testing to make
our approach more robust. These days, deep approaches
are playing their role, which is data hungry methodologies,
so one of our targets is to implement deep convolutional
neural networks.
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